COMING ATTRACTIONS AT THE SCHOOL OF DRAMA

TWELFTH NIGHT
By William Shakespeare
Meany Studio Theatre
February 12-23

SEEING DOUBLE
By The San Francisco Mime Troupe
Glenn Hughes Playhouse
February 26-March 9

THE VOYSEY INHERITANCE
By Harley Granville-Barker
Penthouse Theatre
March 12-23

WOMEN BEWARE WOMEN
By Thomas Middleton
Meany Studio Theatre
April 23-May 4

A MOUTHFUL OF BIRDS
By Caryl Churchill and David Lan
Glenn Hughes Playhouse
May 7-18

HAPPY END
By Bertolt Brecht and Kurt Weill
Book and Lyrics adapted by Michael Feingold
Meany Studio Theatre
May 21-June 1

Call 543-4880 for Subscription and Ticket Info

SCHOOL OF DRAMA

FACULTY

Executive Director--Barry Witham
Theatre History--Sarah Blackstone
Theory--Sarah Bryant-Bertail
Acting--Jack Clay
Playwriting--M. E. Comtois
Design--Robert A. Dahlstrom
Design--Dick Devin
Acting--Max Dixon
Design--William Forrester
Design--Sarah Nash Gates

Associate Director--Jack Waltz
Technical Director--Jay O. Gierum
Acting--Robyn Hunt
Theatre History--Richard Lorenzen
Design--Richard Paulsen
Theory--Michael Quinn
Acting--Judith Shahn
Acting--Robin Smilah
Child Drama--Aurora Valentinetti
Directing--M. Burke Walker

RETIRED AND EMERITUS FACULTY

James Crider
Vanick Galstaun
Agnes Haaga
Paul Hosteter
Robert Loper
Warren (Tyke) Lounsbury

Geraldine Siks
Jack Sydow

PART-TIME FACULTY

David Boushey
Jeff Caldwell
Mark Jenkins
Shirley Jenkins
Jan Johnston
Catherine Madden

Diana Smith
Scott Weldin

STAFF

Library Technician--Cindy Blanding
Stage Technician--Malcolm Brown
Stage Technician--Alex Danilchik
Librarian--Liz Fugate
Costumer--Josie Gardner
Program Manager--Arlene Hamilton
Publicist--Denise Jarrett

Program Assistant--Dorothy Kerst
Office Assistant--Jennifer Kohn
Secretary--Diana Smith
Production Manager--Anne Stewart
Costumer--Meri Wada
Costumer--Jim Wauford
Stage Technician--Alan Weldin

Glenn Hughes Playhouse
25th Season
164th Production
January 29 - February 9, 1991
About The Play

Under The Cross Of Calatrava has evolved as a response to Lope de Vega’s Fuente Ovejuna, written in 1612. Though our production includes portions of Lope’s text, we have attempted to make explicitly present the sociopolitical biases of the time and place of which it speaks—15th Century Spain—and of the time and place in which the audience receives it—here in 2001, on a winter’s day in the Glenn Hughes Playhouse. Relevant texts and images from both time periods were woven together and then reworked through improvisations during rehearsals. Each member of our company of actors, designers and technicians contributed her or his unique personal point of view to the layering of perspectives which comprise our production. The role of Constanza Phobos is based on material from Augusto Boal and his critique of Aristotle’s Poetics. The role of Lope de Vega is based on Rennert’s biography of Lope. Taco Bueno began as a response to the Wooster Group material. News reports and other commentaries are assembled from historical documents pertaining to Spain up to and including the Golden Age, from U.S. State Department documents cited in The Chomsky Reader, from transcripts of the Canwell Hearings, and from miscellaneous selections brought in by members of our company. The characters of Lope de Vega’s Fuente Ovejuna speak from various translations (or from the Spanish text), and seldom depart from the original, even to paraphrase. The performance text has been assembled from numerous sources, including: Theater of the Oppressed by Augusto Boal. The Chomsky Reader by Noam Chomsky. Fuente Ovejuna by Lope de Vega (multiple translations). On Deconstruction Theory and Criticism After Structuralism by Jonathan Culler. Semiotics, An Introductory Anthology by Robert E. Innis. The Honor Plays of Lope de Vega by Donald R. Larson. The Golden Age of Spain 1516-1659 by Antonio Donjuan Ortiz. The Life of Lope de Vega 1562-1635 by Hugo Albert Renner. Breaking the Rules—The Wooster Group by David Savran. Literary Theories in Praxis, edited by Shirley F. Staton. El bien mas alto—A Reconsideration of Lope de Vega’s Honor Plays by Zuckerman-Liniger.

All original music composed by Chris Wicklund except “Lynx-Eyes #1” by Tom Welsey & Scott LaChance and “Lynx-Eyes #2” by Tom Welsey & Chris Wicklund. “Lynx-Eyes #2” recorded by Chris Wicklund & The Look.

Please note: The taking of photographs during the performance is strictly prohibited. Please secure all beepers and paging devices and your name with the house manager. Also, in consideration of the performers and other audience members, we discourage the attendance of children under the age of four.
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HIGH HOPE PRODUCTIONS
MEDIA FOR A CHANGING WORLD

2124 FEDERAL AVENUE E., SEATTLE, WA 98102
206 322-9010
SOUND DESIGN - VIDEO PRODUCTION - SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT
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WITH
David Hsieh, Erika Latta, Christian Ryser, Lynn Stratmeyer

* In partial fulfillment of a Master of Fine Arts degree.

-- There will be two ten-minute intermissions. --